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THE TUTTE GROUP OF PROJECTIVE SPACES

BY

ANDREAS DRESS and WALTER WENZEL, Bielefdd

The Tutte group of a matroid offers an algebraic approach to matroid the-
ory. In particular, this group reflects some important geometric properties
of matroids in algebraic terms.

In the sequel let M denote a matroid defined on some possibly infinite set
E of finite rank n with 'H == 7-^^ as its set of hyperplanes and £ == CM a-s
its set of hyperllnes.

Definition of the extended Tutte group:
Let F]^ denote the free abelian group generated by the symbols e and X^^
for 17   ?T/, a G. E\ H, and let K]^ denote the subgroup of F]^ generated
by e2 and all elements of the form

£ . X H^M . X Hi,03 ' ^2, 03 . ̂ 2, "! " ^3, "1 . ̂ 3, 02

for Hi, H^H3 e H, L := HiHH^nHs = H, ̂  H, ^ C for z ^ j and
a, ^H, \L for 1 ^ i ^3.
Then the (extended) Tutte group T%- of M is defined by

^ /T^^
. M . =- E Ml X^M-

Let CM denote the image of e and -ff(a) the image of XH^ in T%, respec-
tively.

Definition of the inner Tutte group:
Define the homomorphism $:T^^ ZH x Z£; by

^(£M) := 0,
^(H(a)) := (8H, 6^forH ^H, a^E\H.

T^f' := ker^ is the inner Tutte group of M.
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Proposition 1:
Assume M. is representable over the skewfield K\ that is, there exists a
family of maps fn : E -> K {H G H) with

(HI) /^({O}) = H for all H ^H;

(H2) if H^, H^, Hs   H are pairwise distinct and L := J?i n^ n-9'3   ^,
then there exist ci,  2, £3 £ K* such that for all e C £' we have

/Hi (e) . ci + fff^e) . C2 + /Hs(e) . 63 = 0.

Put Kc--=K-k/[K\K*\.
Then the homomorphism ip : F]^ -> K* given by

^(e) := -1,
^{XH, a} := fH {a) iorH^H, a^E\H

induces a homomorphism y ==ip : T^ -^ Kc-

Proposition 2:

Assume H^Hz. H^^U with H^H^^Hs^C and Hy ̂  ff. for z G {1, 2}.
Then for a, &   Jfs \ (iTi U ^'2) we have

H, (a)-H^a)-l=H, (b)-H^b}-1.

Definition of cross ratios in Tutte groups:
If Hi, H'2, H3 are as in Proposition 2, put

H, H,
H^ := 5-i(a) - J?2(a)-1 for a £ ^3\(^i U ^2).

Assume Hi, H^, H3, H4 £ H with Hi nH^HHsD N4 ^ £ and ^i, 5"2 7^

J?3, ^4, i.e. {H,, H,} n {^3, ^4} = 0. The cross ratio ^ ^2] £ Tg) is
defined by

H, H^
Hs H,

^1 H,.
^

H; H,
H,

By applying the more elementary part of Tutte's homotopy theory one

proves
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Proposition 3:

i) T(ff is the subgroup of T% generated by CM and all cross ratios
"ffl H2\ for which H^H^H^ H^ are pairwise distinct hyperplanes

.
HS H^} .. ---^ _ ^

in M with J?i n fi'2 n-H'3 n^4 C ^.

ii) Tg) Is generated by all cross ratios [^ ^] as in i) if and only if
M is not regular.

Definition:

Put

^(4):={(^, ^^3, ^4) ^4 j?i n7?2 n-ffs n ^ = Hi nH^c
for ze {1, 2}, J'G {3, 4}}.

\) (H^H^H^H^, W, H^H,, H,) G H^ are called projective

neighbours of each other, if Uf^i H, + nf, i K[ and there exists
some H ^'H with

(I) n^H^H, nf=i^/S^and
(II) forl ̂ t ̂  4we have Hi = H', or ̂ Uff; = ^-nff = H'^H G r.

If this is the case, we write (-Hr i, J?2, -ffs, -^4) A {H[, H^H^ H'^}.

ii) G =\H,, H^H^H,) and G' = {H^H^H^H,} ^ U^ are called
projectlvely equivalent, if there exist k >0 and Go, G^,.. ., Gk  
^(4) such that

Go = G, Gk= G', G'. -i AG, forl ^z < fc.

In this case we write (-H'i, i?2, ̂ 3, H^) ~ (H[, H^, H^ H^.

Proposition 4:
Assume (^i, ̂ 2, H^H,} ̂  (^, H^H^ H,}. Then we have

\H, H^ _ \H[ H!,-
[Hs H, \ ~ [H, H\\

From now on we assume that M is a projective space of dimension m ^ 2.
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Proposition 5:
Assume H-i^H'i G 1-i are distinct, put

n^ :={H ^n\H^H^<^H}

and let G(Hi, H2} denote the group of projectivities p : 'H\, -i -> 'H\, i with
p{Hi) = H, for z £ {1, 2}. Then T] : G(H,, H, ) -^ T^) defined by

^:=[f pHH^} ̂ H^H,, \{H.. H,}
is a well defined group epimorphism; that is, rj does not depend on Hs.

Proposition 6:
If Jfi, -ffs, -ffs £ ^ are pairwise distinct with £ := ffi DJfs n-ff3 6 £, then

^(0) _ I[-ffl -ff2
.'M= 1 I u-^ u-' | | -^c= -^4 £'M\ {-HI, A?2} ̂  .

'. 3 -"4

By applying Proposition 1 and Proposition 6 one proves

Proposition 7:
If M is the projective space over the skewfield K of dimension m ^ 2, then
T%) ̂  A"c. If, in particular, K is a field, then T^) ̂  JC*.

In general it follows from [G], Theorem 2, that in case M is a finite non-
desarguesian projective plane its inner Tutte group T^ is necessarily triv-
ial.
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